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Add a new dimension to your pond by bringing it to life at night. 

With today’s busy lifestyle, it is often difficult to enjoy your 

pond or landscape during the day. With Aquascape’s 

complete line of pond and landscape lighting, enjoying 

your garden is easy - day or night.

1-Watt 12 Volt LED Waterfall Light

LED Waterfall Lights are ideal for use in waterfalls or up-lighting pond plants. This compact light can be placed 

anywhere an accent light is needed. Although fully submersible, the light can be used in and out of water. You will be 

amazed at how versatile this light can be! 

Can be tucked beneath the cascades of a waterfall or at the base of any AquaBasin™ decorative feature

Removable mounting base can be wedged beneath large rocks or covered by gravel, ensuring the fixture 

maintains proper position beneath cascades

Comes standard with a single warm, high output white LED bulb

Replaceable diodes are available in white, red, blue, green, yellow

15’ cord with quick connect plug is included

#98487 NEW 1-Watt 12 Volt LED Waterfall Light Case: 12, Unit Weight: 1 lbs.

2” diameter x 1” H

*Transformer sold separately

3-Watt 12 Volt LED Bullet Spotlight

Aquascape’s newest Bullet spotlight has the same stylish look as our 1-Watt LED Bullet Spotlight unit only 

with three times the light. The new Bullet Spotlight is ideal for larger plants, trees or waterfalls. Can be used 

fully submersed or outside of the water.

Equally bright output as standard 20-watt halogen bulbs, but at only 3 watts!

Includes two different mounting platforms, adjustable stand, and stake

Comes standard with three warm high output white LED bulbs

Replaceable diode is available in white

15’ cord with quick connect plug is included

#98488 NEW 3-Watt 12 Volt LED Bullet Spotlight Case: 6, Unit Weight: 1.1 lb.

2.5” diameter x 3.5” L

*Transformer sold separately

1-Watt 12 Volt LED Bullet Spotlight

Aquascape's Bullet Spotlight's compact size and powerful output makes it an 

extremely versatile fixture. The Bullet Spotlight is ideal for highlighting focal 

points and can be used in and out of the water. 

Includes two different mounting platforms, adjustable stand, and stake

Compact design also allows the fixture to be tucked between the rock walls 

allowing the light to virtually disappear in the water feature.  The Bullet 

Spotlight is also great for AquaBasin™ decorative features

Comes standard with a single warm high output white LED bulb

Replaceable diodes are available in white, red, blue, green, yellow

15’ cord with quick connect plug is included

#98283 1-Watt 12 Volt LED Bullet Spotlight Case: 6, Unit Weight: .75 lbs.

1.25” diameter x 2.75” L

*Transformer sold separately
COMPACT! 

ONLY 2 3/4”
IN LENGTH

Note: The Aquascape quick-connect plugs can easily be removed and hard-wired into existing traditional 12-Volt transformers.

NEW!
FOR 2009


